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Thanks for your interest in submitting to a #SeekingAPublisher post at World Kid Lit blog.

The aim of these posts is for translators, readers, and foreign language publishers and agents to
highlight books for young people in other languages that are not yet published in English translation, but
you think should be.

We publish two types of #SeekingAPublisher posts:
1) composite blog posts containing various book pitches (e.g. before a book fair or during
#WorldKidLitMonth) and
2) occasional standalone book pitches throughout the year.

Composite blog post
In the run-up to Bologna Children’s Book Fair in March 2022, we will post a composite blog post with
several book pitches. If you would like to include a book in this feature, please email Johanna
(J.mccalmont@aiic.net) with the following 4 elements:

1. Book details
Book title in English and the original language:
Author:
Illustrator/Cover designer (if credited):
Year of Publication:
Number of pages:
Target age group:
Genre:
Publisher and country of origin:
Original Language:
If you can, please also include:

● Who should interested publishers contact with a query about the English translation rights? It is
likely to be a literary agent representing the author, or the original language publisher.

● Translation funding schemes for this language or country of origin?
● Please send a JPG or PNG photo of the book’s front cover (or a link to the book online)

2. About the Book (max 100 words)
Brief synopsis of the book and why you think it should be translated into English.

3. Optional translation sample
● If you’re including a sample translation, please secure permission from the rights holder (as the

work is under their copyright, even in translation)
● Please send the sample as a Word doc; if accepted for the blog, we’ll attach it as a PDF
● If you would like to publish a reading of your translation sample, please contact

translators.aloud@gmail.com to propose a submission. If posted by 10 March, we can include the
video in the composite blog post

4. About yourself
● Please include 1 sentence about yourself if you would like to be contacted by publishers about

the book. Please include a link to your social media, email or however you prefer to be contacted
(should a publisher be interested to contact you for more information or a longer sample)
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Standalone blog posts
If you’re sending us a standalone #SeekingAPublisher blog post, please check with us first that we can fit
it into the schedule by emailing the blog’s co-editors at worldkidlit@gmail.com.

If we accept your proposal, please include as much as you can of the following information in your blog
post:

1. Book details
Book title in English and the original language:
Author:
Illustrator/Cover designer (if credited):
Year of Publication:
Number of pages:
Target age group:
Genre:
Publisher and country of origin:
Original Language:
If you know the following, please also include:
Who should interested publishers contact with a query about the English translation rights? It is likely to
be a literary agent representing the author, or the original language publisher.
Translation funding schemes for this language or country of origin?

2. About the Book (max 200 words)
Brief synopsis and why it should be translated into English

3. Optional sample translation (max 500 words)
● If you’re reviewing the book but you’re not a translator, no need to include a sample!
● If you’re including a sample translation, please secure permission from the rights holder (as the

work is under their copyright, even in translation)
● If you have a longer sample, please send it to us and we could include it as a downloadable PDF

but only include 500 words on the blog post.

4. About yourself
If you’re new to World Kid Lit blog, please provide:

● a brief bio (max 80 words)
● a JPEG photo of yourself if you wish
● a link to your social media, email or however you prefer to be contacted (should a publisher be

interested to contact you for more information or a longer sample)

5. About the author and illustrator (max 100 words each)

***

Please note that while we hope your proposal will raise awareness of the book and you as the translator,
we can’t guarantee success in finding an English-language publisher. World Kid Lit is an unfunded project
run by volunteers and we can’t promote the book to publishers beyond publishing your pitch on World Kid
Lit blog. Thank you for your understanding!
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